IT'S GITHUB'S WORLD

THE REST OF US ARE JUST COLLABORATING IN IT

Two reasons to keep an eye on GitHub, maker of the world's most powerful software development tool. One, it's a brilliant business that is growing at a stunning rate. Two, your next business will be built on it.
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Fork, Yeah
Chris Wernstrath (left) and Tom Preston-Werner. Their little side project is now worth $750 million.
It's "Beer:30,"

and Tom Preston-Werner is standing at a lectern in the vast San Francisco loft where GitHub makes its home. Before him, arrayed on a mashed-up assortment of chairs and couches or topping up a glass of whiskey at the overstocked house bar, are maybe 40 GitHub employees; another 44 around the world are watching a live feed. Preston-Werner has the tired eyes and untended facial hair of a new father, and the low-def biceps of a software engineer. Atop his head sits a mammoth banana-yellow foam-rubber cowboy hat.

The weekly gathering begins with Preston-Werner welcoming a few new employees. The co-founder and CEO then runs through a series of shout-outs to folks who have finished off pieces of code designed either to improve the GitHub site or to make it work better for clients. Then Preston-Werner takes a few minutes to wax philosophical. Taking a page from science writer Steven Johnson's Where Good Ideas Come From, he invokes the importance of "serendipitous interactions," the way powerful ideas can emerge from the most random collisions of people, thoughts, and artifacts. He urges his people—many of them recent hires, most of them in their early 30s, tops—to go out and cultivate new experience, to engage with the unknown. To underline his point, Preston-Werner reminds them that out of the investment the company received in July from Andreessen Horowitz, "about half of a percent" was picked up by Ron Conway, known in these parts as the godfather of Silicon Valley. Preston-Werner met Conway at a Y Combinator conference. Serendipity, indeed.

That venture round was worth $100 million. It valued this little five-year-old company at $750 million. As Preston-Werner speaks, between pulls on a beer, his giant foam chapeau jiggles gently.

As nerd endeavors go, GitHub is pretty much at the top of the food chain. What began as a private project with zero commercial intent has since emerged as one of the world's most—if not the most—powerful development tools for software. In just a few years, it has inserted itself at the center of the developer universe by making it easy for coders around the world to work together. If "software is eating the world," as Andreessen Horowitz co-founder Marc Andreessen put it not long ago, GitHub is where much of that software gets its teeth.

The Andreessen Horowitz bet was the "biggest investment we've ever made," says Peter Levine, the partner who now sits on GitHub's board. It's not hard to see why the VC firm went for it: GitHub's momentum is astonishing. The company says it took 38 months to host its millionth project on the site; the five millionth came in just two months and 21 days. "I don't know a start-up that's not on GitHub," says Jay Sullivan, VP of products at Mozilla, maker of the Firefox Web browser. In other words, your next company, or parts of it, will be built here.

GitHub started as an effort by Preston-Werner and co-founder Chris Wanstrath to solve what Preston-Werner calls a "pain-in-the-ass problem": using something called Git, a version control system developed by Linus Torvalds, the creator of Linux. A version control system is a tool that allows multiple coders to work on the same piece of software without losing track of the various changes made in each version or allowing the source code to be corrupted with lots of contradictory fixes. Torvalds built Git in reaction to the centralized structure of previous version control tools, which made it all but impossible for developers to work together independently. And though Torvalds's system "makes collaboration possible, it doesn't make it easy," says Preston-Werner. He sensed that Git could be "this superpowerful thing if only you could understand it."

GitHub went live in February 2008, and soon a user demanded to pay for the service. Suddenly, a dork pastime was a business.

Preston-Werner grew up in Dubuque, Iowa; his mom was a special education teacher and his stepdad an engineer. (His biological father passed away when Tom was a kid.) Preston-Werner was the classic engineer-in-training; ripping apart pieces of gear his stepdad had lying around, hacking the family TRS-80 PC, studying How Things Work books. Eventually, just as the dot-com boom was cresting, he set sail for Harvey Mudd College, east of Los Angeles. After two years, he dropped out to be part of a company run by two fellow Mudd students; then he struck out on his own, first running a digital design firm, which taught him "all of the crap it takes to run a business—taxes, all that," then creating Gravatar, the technology that allows your avatar to follow you around the Web from site to site.

He sold Gravatar to Matt Mullenweg, the founder of WordPress, then paid off his credit card debt and enjoyed the first bit of breathing room he had known in several years. That's when he met Wanstrath, who is still only 27, six years younger than Preston-Werner. ("I started GitHub when I was really young, so I don't have a bio or anything," says Wanstrath, who looks like Gregg Allman run through a reverse aging machine. "My life story's pretty short.") The two were part of the grow-
MULTIPLY BY FIVE MILLION

The most heavily trafficked project on GitHub in 2012 was Homebrew, a platform used by developers to make code integrate smoothly with the Mac OS. The graphic shows the flow of code and conversation that produced more than 2,000 changes to the Homebrew source code. Imagine the process repeated on five million other projects and involving three million coders. That’s GitHub. —Julie Strickland

REPOSITORY

A change to the code, large or small, is known as a “commit.” Since 2,358 merged pull requests comprise 21,157 commits, Homebrew work is being constantly refined.

MAINTAINER

Max Howell, inventor of Homebrew, is the gatekeeper. It’s his baby.

FORKS

The Homebrew code was copied (“forked”) 2,518 times last year.

PULL REQUESTS

1,813 forks submitted work for review. In the lingo, they made “pull requests.” Some did so multiple times; pull requests totaled 4,638.

APPROVALS AND MERGERS

The maintainer reviews pull requests. Last year, 2,358 of them were accepted, and the new code was merged into the source code.

NEW CODE

Working with a clean copy of the code, a maintainer makes changes and pushes the updated code. In many cases, simple bug fixes, in others, new features for Homebrew.

COMMUNITY

Forkers compare notes on GitHub discussion boards. Last year, the discussions of Homebrew ranged across 629 topics.

THE FUNDAMENTAL

An enterprise

ING CROWD OF DEVELOPERS WORKING IN RUBY ON RAILS, A WEB DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK THAT HAS ITSELF BECOME A MAJOR FORCE. "ONE OF THE THINGS WE TALKED ABOUT IN THE RUBY COMMUNITY WAS GIT," WANSSTRATH RECALLS, "AT THE TIME A VERY ESOTERIC VERSION CONTROL SYSTEM." IN OCTOBER 2007, THEY SET ABOUT IMPROVING GIT, PARTLY FOR FUN AND PARTLY TO MAKE IT MORE USEFUL IN THEIR PROFESSIONAL LIVES. THEY STAYED IN THEIR DAY JOBS AND NOODLED AT GITHUB PRIMARILY AT BARS AND COFFEE SHOPS AROUND THE SOMA NEIGHBORHOOD. DURING THIS PERIOD, THEY PICKED UP TWO OTHER CO-FOUNDERS, PJ HYETT AND SCOTT CHACON.

GITHUB WENT LIVE IN FEBRUARY 2008, AND SOON GEOFFREY GROSENSCHITZ, FOUNDER OF PEEPCODE, ESSENTIALLY DEMANDED TO PAY FOR THE SERVICE. SUDDENLY, A DORK PASTIME WAS A BUSINESS, AND BY JULY, PRESTON-WERNER WAS CONFIDENT ENOUGH IN IT THAT HE PASSED UP THE OFFER OF A $300,000 BONUS AND STOCK OPTIONS FROM MICROSOFT, WHICH HAD ACQUIRED PEEPCODE, THE COMPANY HE WORKED FOR AT THE TIME.

TODAY, A PROGRAMMER IN DUBAI CAN DROP A CHUNK OF CODE IN A "REPOSITORY" ON GITHUB'S SITE, POST A DESCRIPTION OF HIS PROJECT AND WHAT KIND OF HELP HE'S LOOKING FOR, AND THEN WATCH AS CODERS AROUND THE WORLD DIVE IN AND CONTRIBUTE. IF THE SOFTWARE IS OPEN SOURCE (THAT IS, FREE FOR THE TAKING BY ANYONE WHO WANTS IT, WITH MINIMAL RESTRICTIONS), THE "REPO" IS VISIBLE TO ALL THREE MILLION DEVELOPERS WHO WORK ON GITHUB.COM. DEPENDING ON HOW INTERESTING THE IDEA IS—IT MIGHT BE A SIMPLE FEATURE FOR A WEBSITE OR AN ENTIRE OPERATING SYSTEM—HUNDREDS OR EVEN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE MIGHT "FORK," OR COPY, THE CODE AND START WORKING TO IMPROVE IT. WHEN A DEVELOPER THINKS HE HAS CRACKED WHATEVER PROBLEM OR PORTION OF THE PROBLEM HE WAS WORKING ON, HE CAN MAKE A "PULL REQUEST" TO THE "MAINTAINER" OF THE REPOSITORY TO REVIEW HIS SUGGESTED FIXES. THE MAINTAINER INTEGRATES SOME OR ALL OF THE NEW CODE AS HE SEES FIT.

GITHUB IS IN SOME WAYS LIKE WIKIPEDIA—HIGHLY SOCIAL, TAPPING INTO THE HUMAN DESIRE TO CONTRIBUTE TO A COMMON GOAL. WHEN SO MANY MINDS ARE ENGAGED AT ONCE, THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT, RENEMENT, AND DEPLOYMENT IS RADICALLY ACCELERATED. EACH REVISION SHOULD, IN THEORY, MAKE THE CODE MORE POWERFUL, GET IT CLOSER TO THE POINT WHERE IT CAN BE SHIPPED AS AN ELEMENT IN A LARGER SOFTWARE PRODUCT, WHETHER OPEN SOURCE OR COMMERCIAL. "IF THE BARRIER TO COLLABORATION IS TOO HIGH, THEN YOU' RE NOT GONNA DO IT," PRESTON-WERNER SAYS. "BUT ONCE YOU GET THAT BARRIER LOW ENOUGH, ONCE YOU PASS A CERTAIN THRESHOLD, EVERYBODY'S CONTRIBUTING." GITHUB IS ADDING USERS AT THE RATE OF 10,000 PER WEEKDAY.

UNLIKE WIKIPEDIA, HOWEVER, GITHUB HAS A BUSINESS MODEL. ESSENTIALLY, GITHUB OFFERS PROGRAMMERS AND COMPANIES A CHOICE: THEY CAN USE THE COLLABORATIVE PLATFORM FOR FREE AS A PLACE TO BUILD OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE, OR THEY CAN PAY TO USE IT BEHIND A WALL, WHERE THEY CAN DEVELOP PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE THAT FORMS PART OF A COMMERCIAL PRODUCT OR SERVICE. IN THE FIRST CASE, YOUR WILLINGNESS TO MAKE YOUR CODE AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE EARNED YOU THE RIGHT TO EXPLOIT THE WEB OF OPEN-SOURCE CODERS WORKING ON THE GITHUB SITE. IN THE SECOND, YOUR COMPANY'S DEVELOPERS WORK IN PRIVATE, USING THE COLLABORATIVE FEATURES GITHUB HAS BUILT BUT NOT ITS DISTRIBUTED GLOBAL NETWORK OF TALENT.

"IF YOU HAVE CODE ON GITHUB BUT THE WHOLE WORLD CAN'T SEE IT, THEN YOU'RE PAYING FOR IT," SAYS PRESTON-WERNER. THERE ARE THREE PAYMENT TRACKS. ONE IS A PERSONAL PLAN THAT COSTS AS LITTLE AS $7 A MONTH. (THE PRICE IS BASED ON THE NUMBER OF REPOSITORIES YOU HAVE.) THEN THERE IS AN ORGANIZATION PLAN, WHICH HAS FEATURES FOR MORE SOPHISTICATED TEAM MANAGEMENT AND STARTS AT $25. THE BIG-MONEY OPTION IS THE ENTERPRISE
plan, which involves clients downloading a version of GitHub to live locally on their servers. It can cost millions of dollars a year. Enterprise clients include Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, LivingSocial, VMware, and Walmart. GitHub doesn’t talk about how much these companies, specifically, are paying, but it has hundreds of thousands of paying customers between the website and the enterprise client base.

Levine, the Andreessen Horowitz partner, says his farm was first drawn to GitHub because it was “a growing enterprise with a 300 percent year-over-year annualized growth—in a market that has been unchanged for a very long time.” Sounding amazed even several months on, he marvels that the co-founders had gotten to “really interesting levels of profitability and revenue without a dime of outside funding and without even building out a sales organization—they’re all engineers!”

A grown-up sales operation, Levine says, is just a first “tactical” step. He and the lads have big plans.

For survivors of Web 1.0, GitHub’s offices bring the memories—or nightmares—flooding back. The 14,000-square-foot loft is rigged out with air hockey, Ping-Pong, a pool table, and an Xbox 360 (hooked up to side-by-side flat screens). There’s a catered Thursday lunch (families are invited), a fridge full of microbrew, and a handmade wooden kegerator with an inlaid Octocat, GitHub’s fantastical mutant mascot. Numerous side rooms house the many other toys designed to “optimize for happiness” for GitHub’s 145 employees, who work whenever and wherever they like; electric guitars, an amp, and a full matched set of harmonicas in the jam room; a Skype chamber; a womb room with low lighting, a sag rug, and four egg chairs. There’s a ladies’ lounge with a pink, plasticized fainting couch, and the executive lounge, complete with faux-antique globe (which conceals a 16-year-old bottle of Lagavulin) and lots of manly leather. Actually, the whole office smells of leather—and revenue, which is what makes it so not like 1999.

If the term open-source software triggers some sort of narcolepsy neurotransmitter in you, you are not alone. It certainly did in me, to the extent that I thought about it at all. But the further I wandered in this world, the more wondrous I found it to be. Those of us who don’t write code tend to be oblivious to the sheer labor involved in creating thousands or even millions of lines of the stuff, all of which have to function perfectly if a piece of software is to run bug free. A single project on GitHub can entail months or years of work and countless strings of dialogue among maintainers and coders hoping to contribute.

It’s hypergranular work and has to be, not least because open-source software has become the bedrock of almost every company on earth. From Apple to Microsoft to the tiniest start-up, open source is part of the software stack—and many companies are built mostly from open source. And that, of course, is the point: Open source means a new business doesn’t have to start from zero; it can pull down prefab pieces of software infrastructure for free, building only the bits it needs to bring its product to life. John Pettitt is founder and CEO of Reposist, a service that allows news articles to be embedded as easily as video, and to carry their advertising and analytics along with them; earlier, he was the founder of Software.net, which became Beyond.com, and CyberSource, a credit card fraud detection company bought by Visa for $2 billion in 2010. Back in 1994, when Pettitt was starting Software.net, he says, “there was no e-commerce software, there was no e-commerce platform; I had to write my own credit card processing, I had to write my own storefront. Everything we had to do, we had to do from scratch, because there were none of the building blocks there.” Pettitt built much of his new company on GitHub. “Today, you can sort of Lego things together in a way you never could before,” he says. “And the corpus of information and tools is growing at a huge rate.”

Those Legos form the skeletal system of almost every new company; the profitmaking intellectual-property layer is skin thin, sitting on top. “It’s no different than having two by-fours and electricity,” Preston-Werner says. “If you have a ready-made Web server and Web framework, for example, that represents hundreds of thousands or millions of man-hours of work that you don’t have to put into creating a product.”

That is exactly why GitHub is formidable: It is at once a lumberyard and a workspace. Entrepreneurs on the site can find, or help develop, almost all of the open-source raw materials they need and set up their own closed place to integrate those materials with their IP. What’s more, by simplifying Git, GitHub has turned a tool even serious coders found arcane into something useful to the “casual forker,” in Wansstrath’s term. “We want to enable people who don’t know each other to collaborate on the same thing, toward the same goal,” says Wansstrath. “This is all I want to do—forever.”

10,000 NEW USERS A DAY
Here’s what that looks like. GitHub, some of whose customers pay more than $1 million a year, has made money almost from its founding.
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"CREATING ART, CREATING..."
There has been considerable rumbling lately that the Web is turning into a Monopoly board or mall, with a few big anchor stores and a bunch of rabble scrambles either to build on top of them or to find a survivable place in their shadows. "The openness that drove the Web and its richness are definitely under attack," says Tim O'Reilly, founder and CEO of O'Reilly Media, the producer of industry-leading programming manuals, tech magazines, and conferences. "This happens again and again when something new comes on the scene. There's usually a huge sharing economy, with lots of innovation and lots of openness, and then some animals become 'more equal than others,' in Orwell's wonderful phrase, and then it tends to start to stagnate. But that impulse to create goes and bursts out somewhere else.”

That somewhere, at least right now, would seem to be GitHub. In fact, it's possible to see GitHub as a new killer app for the Internet—a "mini Web," as Preston-Werner describes it, a place where networked minds actually build things together.

"The network effect is awesome," Preston-Werner says, sitting in the situation room, another ironically themed chamber (this one has a red Batphone to nowhere, a massive table in burled veneer, Big Boy Executive Chairs, and LED signs with the time zones of various GitHub outposts). "There are standards now based on GitHub, so everybody can come in to a new project and immediately know how to get the code, how to contribute code, how to review the code, how to submit issues to the code base... The more people do that, the stronger the effects and the gains from having a uniform, well-known, standardized system. And that's happening really, really rapidly."

That network effect gets reinforced in numerous ways. For example, a developer on GitHub acquires a social reputation, and that reputation becomes a way to find new, paying work; the network's role as a placement service helps it to grow still larger. The truly badass potential of GitHub, though, is that it's not only a force multiplier for producing code but also for the generation of ideas—and for the products created from those ideas. As Preston-Werner says, projects hosted on GitHub will increasingly be "not just code, but anything that involves working on files on a computer: books, hardware projects, schematics for circuit boards, legal documents—anything that ends up in a digital format." This is already happening on the site, including projects for books (several coding manuals, for example, are being written on GitHub—including one about GitHub), hardware (OpenRov has the hardware design, software, and circuit schematics for its underwater robots on GitHub), and government (the U.S. and U.K. governments both work on the site).

Wanstrath, who handed the CEO title over to Preston-Werner in June and is an absolute geyser of GitHub zeal, agrees that as more people pile into the service, a shift is taking place: "Now we are finding that it's not just about the code; it's about, 'Hey, I want to work on this with you.' That's really eye-opening to us and gets everyone here superexcited. Working with someone else is just an awesome part of being alive. Creating art, creating tools, creating documents, doing homework, anything—it's not limited to programming. I don't see why musicians wouldn't want to work this way, for example."

In other words, as GitHub gets bigger, its power becomes less about the platform itself than about the people on it. One day in the GitHub offices, I ran into David ten Have, a New Zealander (and an Inc. cover subject in 2009). Ten Have is founder and CEO of Ponoko, a company focused on developing "the tools to enable digital fabrication." That means a system that could, one day, give a disassembled MP3 player, spec out each component, relay those specs to a 3-D printer, and have the printer produce all the pieces required for assembly by a nearby robot. Ten Have says, "GitHub makes this easier and faster, because it has a platform that enables the collaboration and, most important, the social norms to encourage people to look at the world collaboratively. That is fundamentally why GitHub is important beyond software: Ethos and attitude are transferable—into lawmaking, product design, manufacturing, biology, chemistry, dance, music, moviemaking, books, cooking... The list goes on."

And on. Which suggests that GitHub has only begun to grow—as a business, as a tool for business, and as a cultural force. "It's this huge ricochet effect," Wanstrath says, nearly manic with optimism. "We are this thing that people can step on, like an elevator, and then go shooting into space."

Will Bourne, formerly the executive editor at Fast Company, is now the editor in chief of The Village Voice.